Abstract. Recently, the nonlocal optimal probabilistic cloning (NLOPC) of two non-orthogonal qubit states has been proposed [Phys. Rev. A 86, 052332 (2012)] by means of an experimental setup based on a pair of twin photons in a maximally entangled state. Here we study the performance of the NLOPC protocol when implemented via a partially entangled state. We show that the errors introduced by the use of partial entanglement can be undone by applying a quantum state discrimination process. Since quantum state discrimination is a probabilistic process the correction succeeds with a certain probability but produces perfect clones. We also studied how modified the setup to produce local copies.
Introduction
The laws of quantum mechanics forbid the perfect cloning of unknown quantum states [1, 2, 3, 4] . This important result, known as the no-cloning theorem, bases on the linearity of the quantum-mechanical transformations and has been subject of continuous research in the last decades. In particular, the problem of approximate cloning has been exhaustively explored [5, 8, 9, 10] . This is mainly due to the fact that it imposes a limit on our capability to manipulate and broadcast quantum information and because it can be used as an efficient eavesdropping attack on quantum key distribution (QKD) [11] .
The impossibility of generating perfect copies imposed by the no-cloning theorem can be relaxed by resorting a non deterministic process. This kind of process is called probabilistic cloning, where a set of known linearly independent nonorthogonal quantum states can be cloned perfectly at the expense of succeeding with probability less than one [12, 13] . This kind of cloning is of particular interest when testing the security of the so called B92 QKD protocol [29] , which involves only two non-orthogonal linearly independent states. Other applications and implementations are studied in [6] and [30] Recently, this probabilistic cloning scheme has been successfully implemented via nuclear magnetic resonance [14] in the case of generating two clones of a single qubit state. This demonstration, however, does not allow the broadcasting of the cloned states. This led us to propose the implementation of an optimal probabilistic cloning based on entangled twin photons [15] . This proposal is based on linear optics together with a pair of maximally entangled twin photons generated via spontaneous parametric downconversion. The states to be cloned are encoded in the polarization degree of freedom of one of the twin photons. After a sequence of measurements the state to be cloned as well as its perfect clone are encoded in the polarization and spatial degree of freedom of the resting photon respectively. The former photon is destroyed in a photo-detection process. Thereby, the clones are produced in a non-local way and can be broadcasted.
Sources of polarized entangled pairs of photons have been shown to have very good fidelities when comparing with Bell states [7] , but additional loses can appear when distributing the entangled pairs at large distances, and also other fluctuations can make the state imperfect. Therefore even if the source is close to perfect the state shared by the different parties is not necessary close to perfect. This is a serious issue, since perfect clones are created only when the parties share a perfect entangled state. In this work we present an example of how is still possible to have high fidelity copies even if the entanglement is not high quality.
We study the performance of the NLOPC process when cloning a state from a known set of linearly independent nonorthogonal states, implemented via a partially entangled state of a pair of twin photons. We show that the errors introduced by the use of partial entanglement can be undone by applying a quantum state discrimination process to the photon which encodes original and copy states.
This process is applied after the NLOPC protocol has been carried out. The correction procedure is based on the application of unambiguous state discrimination and does not requires information about the state undergoing the cloning process [16, 17] . This procedure is complete determined by the Schmidt coefficients of the partially entangled state and the measurement results of the cloning process. Since quantum state discrimination is a probabilistic process the correction succeeds with a certain probability. The clones emerging from the correction procedure are perfect but the overall success probability of generating perfect clones is thus reduced by a factor given by the optimal probability of unambiguously discriminating two nonorthogonal states, that is the Ivanovic-DieksPeres limit. The states to be discriminated are defined by the Schmidt coefficients of the partially entangled quantum channel.
We also study the possibility of local probabilistic cloning (LPC) where the states to be cloned are encoded in the polarization degree of freedom of one of the twin photons while a perfect clone is generated and encoded in the spatial degree of freedom of the same photon. Thus, the clones are produced locally. The degrees of freedom of the resting photon are used as ancillary systems to implement conditional transformations. The experimental setup for LPC turns out to be simpler than in the case of NLOPC but the success probability of the LPC is the half of the success probability of NLOPC. We also study the case local probabilistic cloning via partially entangled twin photons.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we summarize briefly the the optimal probabilistic cloning process. In Section 3 we present the experimental setup for implementing the LPC. Section 4 is devoted to study the performance of the proposed setup for LPC when the entanglement it is not maximal. In Section 5 we analyze the NLOPC via a partially entangled state and show that the addition of an unambiguous state discrimination stage corrects the errors generated by the partial entanglement at the expense of reducing the overall success probability of generating perfect clones. In Section 6 we summarize our results.
Optimal probabilistic quantum cloning machine
The probabilistic quantum cloning machine is constructed by concatenating a unitary transformation U and a projective measurement [12, 13] . The action of the unitary transformation is
where |ψ ± o are two nonorthogonal states encoded in the original system o. These are the states to be cloned. The perfect clone of each one of these states is encoded in the copy system c as |ψ ± c . Additionally, the transformation requires a third ancillary system a spanned by the orthogonal states |0 a and |1 a . Initially, systems c and a are described by a joint blank state |Σ ca . After the unitary transformation U has been carried out a measurement on system a projects it onto state |0 a . Systems o and c are then described by a product state formed by the original state and its clone. This succeeds with an optimal probability p opt given by
In case of projecting system a onto state |1 a systems o and c are left in an entangled state |Φ oc , which does not correspond to a cloning process. Considering the states to be cloned as |ψ ± o = cos(θ/2)|0 o ± sin(θ/2)|1 o , the action of the unitary transformation U onto the basis states |0 o and |1 o is given by
where coefficients α, β,α andβ are
In this case the success probability, according to Eq. (2), is given by
and the state |Φ oc becomes
This does not depend on the particular state being cloned. A simple figure of merit to compare the performance of different cloning schemes is the multiplication of the fidelity of the cloned states respect to the input states times the probability to get it, f × p. In the scheme that we study the fidelity is unitary and the probability is given by eq. 7, then f × p = 1/(1 + cos θ). We can compare this with the performance of the universal cloning machine, see for example [11] , which is a deterministic process, but with limited fidelity equal to 5/6, in which case f × p = 5/6. It is straight forward to see that our scheme of probabilistic cloning overperforms universal cloning when | cos θ| < 1/5 considering this particular figure of merit.
Analytical solutions for the problem of cloning larger sets of linearly independent states are known in cases where the states to be cloned have a high degree of symmetry [18, 19] .
Local probabilistic cloning via a maximally entangled polarization state
The experimental setup proposed for implementing the local probabilistic cloning of single-qubit states is illustrated in Fig. (1) . This requires the use of a source for generating a maximally entangled polarization state of two photons. This state can be generated via spontaneous parametric down-conversion of type-I using the scheme presented in [46] and is of the form
where |h i and |v i describe horizontal and vertical polarization for photon i = 1, 2. Photon 1 is directed toward interferometer I 1 which is defined by polarizing beam splitters P BS 1 and P BS 4 . States |0 1 and |1 1 describe the spatial state of photon 1 propagating at the upper or lower arm of the interferometer, correspondingly. Photon 2 enters into interferometer I 2 whose two input ports are defined by polarizing beamsplitter P BS 2 . The three output ports of I 2 are generated by polarizing beam splitter P BS 3 and beam splitter BS. States |1 2 and |0 2 describe the spatial state of the photon 2 propagating at the upper or lower arm of interferometer I 2 , respectively. This interferometer is lossy since polarizing beamsplitter Figure 1 . Experimental setup for implementing local probabilistic cloning. Two photons are generated in a maximally entangled polarization state followed by two polarizer beam splitters, P BS 1 and P BS 2 , which generate two propagation paths for each photon. Then, half-wave plates HW P 0 and HW P 1 prepare the initial state needed for the process. The state to be cloned is encoded in the polarization of photon 1 by means of half-wave plates HW Ps. The process of probabilistic cloning is carried out by interferometers I 1 and I 2 . After photo-detection of photon 2 at output ports of interferometer I 2 a clone is generated in the spatial degree of freedom of photon 1. Conditional on the measurement outcome a Reconstruction Unitary Operation (RUO) is applied on photon 1. This latter transformation does not require information about the particular state undergoing the cloning process.
P BS 3 allows vertically polarized photons to leave the interferometer.
The state of the twin photons after polarizing beam splitters P BS 1 and P BS 2 is given by
On the lower arm of interferometer I 1 a half-wave plate HW P 1 is located. This transforms vertically polarized photons into horizontally polarized photons. Thereby, state |Ψ 0 12 becomes
where the polarization of photon 1 is disentangled from the resting degrees of freedom. Both arms of interferometer I 1 contain a half-wave plate HW P s which allows to encode in the polarization of photon 1 the states to be cloned. The tilting angle of both half-wave plates HW P s is equal and depends on the state to be encoded. After these half-wave plates the state of photon 1 is given by
where |ψ ± 1 = a|h 1 ± b|v 1 with a = cos(θ/2) and b = sin(θ/2). Thereby, the polarization degree of freedom of photon 1 plays the role of the system o while the spatial degree of freedom plays the role of the system c, which will encodes the clones, and photon 2 plays the role of the ancilla system a. After half-wave plates HW P s polarizers P OL(v) and P OL(h) are located at upper and lower arm respectively. These filter the vertical and horizontal polarization of photon 1 conditional on the propagation path. After these polarizers the normalized state of photons 1 and 2 is given by
This state is generated with a probability of 1/2. This state is modified with half-wave plates HW P 3 and HW P 4 . The former transforms vertically polarized photons propagating at the upper arm of I 1 into an equally weighted superposition of vertical and horizontal polarization. The latter maps the horizontal polarization state of photon 1 propagating at the lower arm of I 1 onto the polarization superposition α|h 1 + β|v 1 , with α and β given by Eq. (5). The new state is
Finally, photons propagating in interferometer I 1 exit through polarizing beam splitter P BS 4 . After this the joint state of photons 1 and 2 is given by
The state of photon 2 is modified by interferometer I 2 .
Here, half-wave plate HW P 0 changes the polarization of photons propagating at the upper arm from vertical to horizontal, that is
Half-wave plate HW P 2 transforms the horizontal polarization state of photons propagating on the upper arm into a polarization superposition of the form α|h 2 +β|v 2 , withα andβ given by Eq. (6) . Photons propagating at the lower arm of I 2 acquire an additional phase of π/2. We obtain
Thereafter, photons propagating at the upper arm are directed toward polarizing beam splitter P BS 3 , which generates the state
Finally, photons emerging from polarizing beam splitter P BS 3 with horizontal polarization are merged with photons propagating at the lower arm of I 2 at beam splitter BS. This transforms states |0 2 and |0 2 into states (1/ √ 2)(|a 2 +i|b 2 ) and (1/ √ 2)(i|a 2 +|b 2 ), respectively, and leads to the joint state
where the non normalized states of photon 1 entering in the previous expression are given by
According to state |Ψ 9 12 a photo-detection at the output ports of interferometer I 2 projects photon 1 onto three possible states. A photo-detection of photon 2 in path 1 projects photon 1 onto state |φ (1) 1 . This state is obtained independently of the state |ψ ± 1 to be cloned and represents the failure of the cloning attempt. A photo-detection on path a projects photon 1 onto the state |φ (2) 1 . Considering Eqs. (5) and (6) this latter state can be cast in the form 1
which describes a successful cloning process of the states |ψ ± 1 . Finally, a photo-detection on path b
projects photon 1 onto the state |φ
1 , which can be cast in the form 1
Here the attempt of cloning states |ψ ± 1 leads to the clones of states |ψ ∓ 1 . However, this error can be corrected without the knowledge of the particular state being cloned and conditional to a photo-detection on path b. The correction stage is implemented by applying a recovery unitary operator (RUO). This is implemented by placing a retarder plate on path 1 of photon 1 followed by a half-wave plate on each path available for this photon. Both half-wave plates interchange horizontal and vertical polarization. After this correction stage the state (22) is transformed into the state (21) . Considering photo-detections in paths a and b of photon 2 and the conditional correction stage on photon 1, the success probability p s of the cloning process here proposed is given by
with p opt given by Eq. (7). However, the filtering process, which is carried out after encoding the state to be cloned, reduces the success probability by a factor 1/2. Thereby, the implementation of probabilistic cloning via a maximally entangled state here proposed achieves the total success probability p me total given by p
Thereby, our cloning process turns out to be suboptimal.
Local probabilistic cloning via partially entangled polarization states
In the previous section we have proposed an experimental setup for implementing the probabilistic cloning of two nonorthogonal single-qubit states. This was based on the use of the maximally entangled two-photon polarization state |Ψ s 12 of Eq. (9).
Here we show that it is possible to use a known partially entangled polarization state to implement the probabilistic cloning. This, however, leads to a reduction of the success probability. Let us consider a partially entangled polarization state of photons 1 and 2, such as
For simplicity coefficients c h and c v are chosen as real numbers and such that c h ≤ c v . This is the input state for the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 1 . After Experimental setup for implementing the reconstruction unitary operation RUO and conditional interferometers CI 0 and CI 1 . RUO is implemented with a retarder plate followed by a half-wave plate (HWP) on each path available for photon 1. These wave plates are set to exchange horizontal and vertical polarization. Input and output ports of interferometers CI 0 and CI 1 are defined by polarizing beam splitters (PBS). Each interferometer has in one arm a half-wave plate, which allows for polarization transformations (37) and (39) conditional to the propagation path of photon 1. The tilting angle γ of the halfwave plates depends on the Schmidt coefficients of the quantum channel through Eq. (38) .
the filtering stage the twin photons are described by the state
where N = (c v a) 2 + (c h b) 2 is the probability of photon 1 to pass the filtering process. After the action of interferometers I 1 and I 2 the joint state of photons 1 and 2 is given by
These expressions are obtained by replacing a and b in Eqs. (19) and (20) with ac v / √ N and bc h / √ N , respectively. State |φ (1) 1 describes the failure of the cloning process. Considering Eqs. (5) and (6), the state |φ (2) 1 can be cast in the form
According to this expression coefficients c h and c v , which characterize the partially entangled state used as resource, lead to an error in the cloning process. This error can be, however, corrected. Let us consider the following two pairs of nonorthogonal polarization states
These allow to cast the state |φ
1 in the form
If we could implement the following transformations
then these would map state |φ (2) 1 onto state of Eq. (21), which describes a perfect cloning process. Since these transformations map nonorthogonal states onto orthogonal states they cannot be carried out by a unitary transformation. However, they can be carried out probabilistically.
This class of transformations has been extensively studied in the context of quantum state discrimination [20, 21, 22] . Here the problem consists in the discrimination or identification of states belonging to a set of nonorthogonal states. Many discrimination strategies have been proposed depending on the figure of merit to be optimized [22, 23] . In particular, unambiguous state discrimination [22, 24] allows to identify linearly independent nonorthogonal states by mapping them onto orthogonal states, which can be thereafter distinguished with certainty. The main cost of this strategy is the introduction of an inconclusive outcome characterized by a certain probability of ocurrence, which can be minimized. In the case of discriminating between two nonorthogonal states |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 the optimal success probability p d is given by the expression
under the assumption that states |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 are generated with equal a priory probabilities. Unambiguous state discrimination of two nonorthogonal states can be experimentally realized [25, 26, 27, 28] with the help of conditional interferometers CI 0 and CI 1 illustrated in Fig. 2 . Input and output ports of these interferometers are defined by polarizing beam splitters. Each interferometer has in one arm a halfwave plate which modifies the polarization state of photons conditional on the propagation path.
Conditional interferometer CI 0 receives photons with spatial state |0 1 at the output of interferometer I 1 . Interferometer CI 0 is described by the transformation U (0) whose action is given by
where γ is the tilting angle of the half-wave plate inside the interferometer, and states |0 1 and |2 1 describe the spatial state of photons emerging from the output ports of the conditional interferometer. The value of γ is given by
and χ = 0. This interferometer implements the transformation of Eq. (34) . The nonorthogonal states are given by |α ± 1 |0 1 of Eq. (31) and these are mapped onto the orthogonal states (1/ √ 2)(|h 1 |0 1 ± |v 1 |0 1 ). The failure of the discrimination process is indicated by the detection of vertically polarized photons on path |2 1 .
The probability p d,0 of successfully discriminating between the nonorthogonal states is given by p d,0 = 2c 2 h . The second conditional interferometer CI 1 acts onto photons described by the spatial state |1 1 and implements the transformation of Eq. (35) . The action of this interferometer is analogous to the action of CI 0 , that is it is described by the transformation U (1) given by
where |1 1 and |3 1 describe the spatial state of photons emerging from the output ports of CI 1 . The nonorthogonal states to be discriminated by CI 1 are |α ± 1 |1 1 of Eq. (32) and these are mapped onto the orthogonal states (1/ √ 2)(|h 1 |1 1 ± |v 1 |1 1 ). The failure of the discrimination process is indicated by the detection of vertically polarized photons on path |3 1 . The probability p d,1 of successfully discriminating between the nonorthogonal states is given by p d,1 = 2c
The joint action of conditional interferometers CI 0 and CI 1 onto state |φ (2) 1 is thus given by
The first term at the right hand side of the previous equation describes a perfect cloning process where the clones are encoded as a superposition of the polarization states |h 1 and |v 1 of photon 1 and as a superposition of the spatial states |0 1 and |1 1 of this photon. The second term at the right hand side of Eq. (40) is a partially entangled state between path and polarization of photon 1. This state describes the failure of the attempt to correct the errors introduced by the partially entangled quantum channel and does not depend on the state to be cloned. A photo-detection on path b of photon 2 projects photon 1 to the state |φ (3) 1 . In this case the errors introduced by the partially entangled quantum channel can also be corrected using transformations U (0) and U (1) , as in the case of state |φ
1 . These two transformations are carried out after applying the recovery unitary operator. The complete sequence of transformations is depicted in Fig. (2) .
The total probability p pe total of generating faithful clones through a partially entangled quantum chanel is given in this case by the product of the optimal cloning probability with the optimal probability of unambiguous state discrimination, that is
where the factor 1/2 enters in this expression due to the filtering process carried out on photon 1. Thereby, the overall probability of generating faithful clones via a partially entangled state is reduced when compared to probability p me total of a maximally entangled quantum channel.
Nonlocal probabilistic cloning via a partially entangled polarization state
As we discussed in the last section, it is possible to correct errors induced by a partially entangled state as a resource of a local cloning process. In [15] we propose an experimental setup for implementing optimal nonlocal probabilistic cloning of two arbitrary nonorthogonal states . The proposed implementation requires a maximally entangled source of photons generated via spontaneous parametric down conversion. In this section we show that the cloning process is still feasible using a partially entangled source of photons, but the process requires an additional step in the experimental setup, corresponding to the same shown in (2) , and the probability of success is reduced. Following the scheme described in [15] , suppose now instead of a maximally entangled state the process starts with a polarization entangled state
where c h and c v are reals, c h ≤ c v and |c h | 2 + |c v | 2 = 1. Following the setup showed in [15] is easy to see that after state codification the state |Ψ 0 can be written as
After using several optical elements (PBS's and HWP's) it is possible write the state above as
where
After the action of two interferometers acting on photon 1 the state of the system can be written as
2 + ac hβ |v 1 |0 1 |φ
in which each state |φ
2 represents a different detection path for photon 1,
Then, according to the outcome measurement of photon 1 the cloning process could be successful or not. In case photon 1 is detected in path |1 1 or |0 1 the state of photon 2 is projected onto state |φ (1) and |φ (4) respectively, therefore, the process fails. On the other hand, if photon 1 is detected, for example, in path |a 1 the state of photon 2 will be projected to the state |φ (2) , which can be written as
According to this equation it is possible to see that coefficients c h and c v lead an error in the cloned states, nevertheless this error can be corrected using techniques of quantum state discrimination. To do this lets define the two pairs of non-orthogonal states
Now it is possible to write state |φ (2) as
where d ± = (a ± b)/2. As was shown in section (4), making use of Unambiguous State Discrimination is possible to perform the following transformations,
which correct the state |φ (2) , however this transformation also introduces a non-conclusive result in the process which is characterized by a certain probability of success. This transformation can be implemented using a Conditional Interferometer. In order to correct the state (54) two interferometers are needed, one for the pair (55) and other for (56), see (2) The first interferometer, CI 0 , acts on photons coming from path |0 2 and is characterized by the transformation
where γ is the angle defined by the half wave plate inside the interferometer and has to be set to
The paths |0 2 and |2 2 define the result of the transformation, that means whether discrimination was successful, |0 2 , or failed, |2 2 . Finally, the probability of successfully discriminate the pair of states (55) is given by
The procedure is similar for the other interferometer, CI 1 , where the transformation is characterized by
and the probability of success is given by
The joint action of CI 0 and CI 1 over state |φ (2) 2 is given by
The first term describes the successful process, where the two clones are generated in the polarization and spatial degree of freedom of photon 2, and the last term of equation (65) describes the failure process in which an entangled state is obtained, this state is independent of the state to be cloned. The process is the same for state |φ
2 , and is analogous for the remaining states, |φ (5) 2 and |φ (6) 2 , in which the tilting angle of the half wave plate in the interferometers has to be changed and an extra unitary transformation (RUO) is necessary before applying the two conditional interferometers. Finally, the total probability of success is determined by both the optimum probability of cloning and the probability of unambiguously discriminate between two non-orthogonal states, 
Summary
The cloning of quantum states has been a constant subject of study over the last decades. This process has been experimentally implemented in the case of approximate universal cloning [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] and variations. The realization of probabilistic cloning has been only recently achieved via nuclear magnetic resonance [14] .
Since this proposal requires the use of ensemble techniques, it does not constitute cloning of individual quantum systems.
Here, we have studied the possibility of implementing probabilistic cloning via twin photons in an all-optical setup. This allows the broadcasting of the clones. We have proposed an experimental setup for realizing the probabilistic cloning of two nonorthogonal quantum states. The states to be cloned are encoded in the polarization degree of freedom of a single photon while the clones are encoded in the two available propagation paths of the same photon. The resting twin photon is employed as an ancillary system to carry out conditional transformations. This proposal achieves an overall success probability equal to the half of the optimal cloning probability. This is due to the use of a filtering process after that the state to be cloned has been encoded. A second characteristic of our proposal is the use of recovery operators to correct errors arisen in the cloning process itself, which is akin to quantum teleportation [44, 45] . A different approach to the problem of probabilistic nonlocal cloning has also been reported [43] but considering a GHZ state of a tripartite system as initial source and make use of an additional port qubit owned by the sender which make it more difficult to implement. Additional, it is not symmetric, which means that each copy is created with a different success probability.
We have also studied the consequences of a partially entangled state as quantum channel for the cloning process and shown that the errors generated by this class of channel can be probabilistically corrected by means of unambiguous state discrimination. The total probability of generating perfect clones is then reduced by a factor equal to the optimal probability of discriminating two nonorthogonal states which are defined by the Schmidt coefficients of the quantum channel. In this way we showed that the effect of having a nonmaximal entangled state as a source and correcting after is a diminution in the rate of the perfect clones generation.
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